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Paper overview

I Aim: Test for the presence of information diffusion in the formation
of interbank rates.

I Idea: Bilateral interest rate a bank agrees on may be influenced by
rates its ’neighbors’ have agreed on ⇒ ”loan network”.

I Methodology: Spatial autoregressive model for loan prices, with
bank characteristics and country dummies as regressors.

I Main findings:

. Extent of price diffusion is not constant over time, and is
particularly high during perods of high market uncertainty.

. Network of loans becomes sparse after LTROs.

. Borrower and lender characteristics (partly) impact interbank
rates.
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Spatial autoregressive model

I Let y denote a vector of observations of a dependent variable for n
units. Model:

y = ρ Wy︸︷︷︸
’spatial lag’

+Xβ + e, e ∼ (0, σ2In), (1)

where

. W is a nonstochastic (n× n) row-normalized matrix with zeros
on the main diagonal, X is a (n × k)-matrix of covariates,

. ρ, σ2, and β = (β1, ..., βk)′ are unknown coefficients.

I Model (1) is a nonlinear model that captures feedback:

y = (In − ρW )−1Xβ + (In − ρW )−1e (2)
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Comment 1

I Specification of spatial weights matrix

. Somewhat arbitrary definition of loan neighborhood: Two loans
A and B are connected if the borrower of A is the lender of B.

argue that the opposite is also true (hereafter reverse flow),69 or that borrowers adjust the
expected price of their loan depending on prices observed as a borrower too (hereafter common-
borrower influence),70 and finally, the same can be said of a lender (hereafter common-lender
influence).71 In this section we want to test whether making different assumptions on diffusion
direction leads to different qualitative conclusions (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Influence Flows

(a) first leg flow (b) reverse flow
(c) common-
borrower
influence

(d) common-
lender influence

Note that for both the common-borrower influence and common-lender influence we have
two major (related) theoretical issues. The first one regards the information diffusion. If
diffusion is modeled in these ways a price signal can not move further than distance-2 through
the network because it is a priori limited to the same lender (borrower) set of loans. The
second issue is about exclusion restrictions. If the network of prices is conceived in this way,
then it is composed of separated complete components.72 It follows that we cannot deal with
endogeneity as we did before because transitive triads (and more in general complete cliques)
are formed by construction so that the IV chain (see Figure 12) is precluded and IVs are not
based on an exclusion restriction anymore.73 Figure 20 represents two explicative graphical
examples of prices network constructed following common-borrower influence and common-
lender influence.74

This implies that only a reverse flow can be consistently tested effectively. I also report
the results for common-borrower influence and common-lender influence. Figure 21 shows
the time series of φ̂m,t,2SLS.75 As theory predicts, estimates of common-borrower influence and
common-lender influence are not reliable and are often out of parameter space (|φm,t,2SLS| < 1).
The reverse flow shows a time evolution very close to the baseline model (see panel (d) of
Figure 13), predicting the same high diffusion after big crises and suggesting that signals are
reciprocal and move in both directions.

69More concretely, the price of the loan of bank i to bank j is affected by the price of the loan of bank j to
bank k.

70The price of the loan of bank i to bank j affects the price of the loan of bank k to bank j.
71The price of the loan of bank i to bank j affects the price of the loan of bank i to bank k.
72The adjacency matrix is thus composed by diagonal blocks.
73See Bramoullé et al. (2009) for more econometric details on the role of intransitive triads in network

models. Lee (2007) studied the estimation of network models with separate components, but in the case of
sparse network components. Graham (2008) proposed an estimator based on group size variance avoiding
sparseness assumptions. Recalling the circularity concept, used previously, the intuition is that in these cases
its level is so high that IVs cannot solve the problem because of the absence of exclusion restrictions.

74Note that in these cases prices are segregated and each price influences (is influenced by) all the other
prices preventing exclusion restrictions.

75The augmented model is considered, thus including AXL

23

⇒ Check alternatives using ML?

. Include loan volumes as weights?

. Endogeneity due to ordering of loan activities within
Maintenance Periods?
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Comment 2

I Repeated cross-section regressions vs. dynamic panel regression

. Dynamic spatial panel model, (see, e.g., Elhorst, 2012)

yt = ρWtyt + γYt−1 + Xtβ + et ,

. Time-varying spillover strength (see Blasques et al. 2014)

yt = ρtWtyt + Xtβ + et ,

I Advantages of panel approach:

. more efficient

. take information from previous periods into account

. use data on loans with longer maturities

I Challenge: Missing data (loans between two banks may not exist in
each period)
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Other questions/comments

I Include aggregate shocks, e.g. via overall market variables?

I Sample sizes over time?

I Residual diagnostics?

I Robustness of other coefficients when network measures are
included?

I Amount and length of footnotes (and appendices).
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Conclusion

I Very interesting paper on a highly relevant topic!

I Spatial autoregressive model is a simple and parsimonious choice to
incorporate network effects.

I Methodology could be extended to exploit the panel structure of the
data.

I Robustify findings (even further) with respect to the specification of
the spatial weights matrix.


